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I'm an astrologer, writer, and psychic medium living in New York. Empowering Astrology is astrology + consciousness with a dash of the other side. Get a fresh look on the planets and learn how to use astrology to unlock your highest potential. Book your consultation now.
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[image: ]Katie Sweetman
I'm an astrologer, writer, and psychic medium living in New York. Empowering Astrology is astrology + consciousness. I've been working with clients since 2010. Book your consultation now.
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																					[image: April 8 — Today’s new moon is also an eclipse. Then again, you probably knew that. Much has been made about this solar eclipse, astronomically speaking, and the path it cuts across the United States as well as Mexico and Canada.   The astrology of this eclipse is something to take note of. First, it’s important to understand that eclipses come in cycles. They set in motion a story arc or narrative that plays out roughly over an 18-month period. This eclipse picks up on eclipses from April and October 2023. This one is a turn of the page, but one where the plot may be getting interesting.  Two, and related, this eclipse echoes eclipses from 2014-2015 and 2004-2005, namely a solar eclipse on April 8, 2005. It’s worth looking back at these two periods and observing.   Three, it’s still a new moon, although one that will extend its energies into the next six months. If new moons shape our lives through the archetypal lens of its zodiac sign, then the coming days, weeks, and even months will reveal powerful new beginnings as well as a push to take action, move forward, and find the courage to stand on our own two feet.  For more on today's #newmoon eclipse, go to my website, empoweringastrology.com. And don't forget, you can book a consultation with me! Click link in bio to learn more about my services.  Aries New Moon Solar Eclipse 2:21 pm New York 11:21 am Los Angeles 7:21 pm London 8:21 pm Johannesburg 11:51 pm New Delhi 4:21 am  Sydney (April 9) 6:21 am Auckland (April 9)  #ariesnewmoon #ariessolareclipse #solareclipse #marsconjunctsaturn #ariesseason #eclipseseason #suninaries #elementfire #marsinpisces #april2024astrology #apirlastrology #empoweringastrology #katiesweetman #astrologyplusconsciousness #holisticastrology #astrologyforecast #soulalchemy #thesoulsjourney #modernmystics #astrology #astrologie #astrologia #astrolog #astrologersofinstagram #horoscope #horoscopes #astrologyposts #dailyhoroscope #dailyastrology]
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												April 8 — Today’s new moon is also an eclipse. Then again, you probably knew that. Much has been made about this solar eclipse, astronomically speaking, and the path it cuts across the United States as well as Mexico and Canada. 

The astrology of this eclipse is something to take note of. First, it’s important to understand that eclipses come in cycles. They set in motion a story arc or narrative that plays out roughly over an 18-month period. This eclipse picks up on eclipses from April and October 2023. This one is a turn of the page, but one where the plot may be getting interesting.

Two, and related, this eclipse echoes eclipses from 2014-2015 and 2004-2005, namely a solar eclipse on April 8, 2005. It’s worth looking back at these two periods and observing. 

Three, it’s still a new moon, although one that will extend its energies into the next six months. If new moons shape our lives through the archetypal lens of its zodiac sign, then the coming days, weeks, and even months will reveal powerful new beginnings as well as a push to take action, move forward, and find the courage to stand on our own two feet.

For more on today's #newmoon eclipse, go to my website, empoweringastrology.com. And don't forget, you can book a consultation with me! Click link in bio to learn more about my services.

Aries New Moon Solar Eclipse
2:21 pm New York
11:21 am Los Angeles
7:21 pm London
8:21 pm Johannesburg
11:51 pm New Delhi
4:21 am  Sydney (April 9)
6:21 am Auckland (April 9)

#ariesnewmoon #ariessolareclipse #solareclipse #marsconjunctsaturn #ariesseason #eclipseseason #suninaries #elementfire #marsinpisces #april2024astrology #apirlastrology #empoweringastrology #katiesweetman #astrologyplusconsciousness #holisticastrology #astrologyforecast #soulalchemy #thesoulsjourney #modernmystics #astrology #astrologie #astrologia #astrolog #astrologersofinstagram #horoscope #horoscopes #astrologyposts #dailyhoroscope #dailyastrology											
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																					[image: April 5 — Venus arrives in Aries! With an Aries solar eclipse right around the corner, Venus steps into the ring and into a sign that inspires action and forward movement, courage and bravery.  Many of the themes this eclipse season center on relationships, the natural give and take between us and other people, the need to find our individuality or assert ourselves as well as the need to find solutions and common ground, to build connection and partnership.  That said, eclipses are changes in the narrative and Aries, in particular, is the sign of renewal and new beginnings. Expect both in the coming days and weeks.  If you want a deep dive on the eclipses, from how they work and why they are so important in astrology, you can get my 2.5 hour webinar, The Eclipses of March-April 2024. Includes sign by sign guide as well as overview. Click link in bio to learn more.  For more on today's #astrodaily, go to my website, empoweringastrology.com. And don't forget, you can book a consultation with me! Click link in bio to learn more about my services.  If you are in AUSTRALIA or NZ, this forecast applies approximately for April 6-8.  #ariessolareclipse #venusinaries #ariesnewmoon #ariesseason #eclipseseason #suninaries #elementfire #marsinpisces #april2024astrology #aprilastrology #empoweringastrology #katiesweetman #astrologyplusconsciousness #holisticastrology #astrologyforecast #soulalchemy #thesoulsjourney #modernmystics #astrology #astrologie #astrologia #astrolog #astrologersofinstagram #horoscope #horoscopes #astrologyposts #dailyhoroscope #dailyastrology  Photo by Jeremy Bishop on Unsplash]
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												April 5 — Venus arrives in Aries! With an Aries solar eclipse right around the corner, Venus steps into the ring and into a sign that inspires action and forward movement, courage and bravery.

Many of the themes this eclipse season center on relationships, the natural give and take between us and other people, the need to find our individuality or assert ourselves as well as the need to find solutions and common ground, to build connection and partnership.

That said, eclipses are changes in the narrative and Aries, in particular, is the sign of renewal and new beginnings. Expect both in the coming days and weeks.

If you want a deep dive on the eclipses, from how they work and why they are so important in astrology, you can get my 2.5 hour webinar, The Eclipses of March-April 2024. Includes sign by sign guide as well as overview. Click link in bio to learn more.

For more on today's #astrodaily, go to my website, empoweringastrology.com. And don't forget, you can book a consultation with me! Click link in bio to learn more about my services.

If you are in AUSTRALIA or NZ, this forecast applies approximately for April 6-8.

#ariessolareclipse #venusinaries #ariesnewmoon #ariesseason #eclipseseason #suninaries #elementfire #marsinpisces #april2024astrology #aprilastrology #empoweringastrology #katiesweetman #astrologyplusconsciousness #holisticastrology #astrologyforecast #soulalchemy #thesoulsjourney #modernmystics #astrology #astrologie #astrologia #astrolog #astrologersofinstagram #horoscope #horoscopes #astrologyposts #dailyhoroscope #dailyastrology
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																					[image: WATCH THE WEBINAR! We're on the verge of a total solar eclipse, one that arrives in the sign of Aries, infusing our lives with the energy of powerful new beginnings, even if you are not an Aries.  Eclipses happen every six months, like clockwork. Symbolically speaking, they strike the hour. They herald personal milestones, such as marriages, births of children, moves, professional achievements, and recognition.   They can also coincide with events that swiftly turn our lives in a new direction.  These eclipses, on March 25 and April 8 respectively, continue a story that has its roots in April and October 2023. They even thread back to events from 2014-2015 as well as 2004-2005.  Each sign will feel the eclipses differently. And if have a major planet on or near the degree of the eclipse, it's possible that something significant is about to shift.  --> Click link bio to get the webinar  In This Webinar We’ll Cover:  * What are eclipses? * Their role in the major events of our lives * The Libra archetype and how it relates to Aries, its opposing sign * The power of compromise, negotiation, and partnership * A continuation of a story that began in 2023 * The role of Venus, Mars, and Saturn in Pisces * The Libra Lunar Eclipse of March 25 at 5 degrees * The Aries Solar Eclipse of April 8 at 19 degrees * Sign-by-sign guide  Recording 2.5 hours.  --> Click link bio to get the webinar]
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												WATCH THE WEBINAR! We're on the verge of a total solar eclipse, one that arrives in the sign of Aries, infusing our lives with the energy of powerful new beginnings, even if you are not an Aries.

Eclipses happen every six months, like clockwork. Symbolically speaking, they strike the hour. They herald personal milestones, such as marriages, births of children, moves, professional achievements, and recognition. 

They can also coincide with events that swiftly turn our lives in a new direction.

These eclipses, on March 25 and April 8 respectively, continue a story that has its roots in April and October 2023. They even thread back to events from 2014-2015 as well as 2004-2005.

Each sign will feel the eclipses differently. And if have a major planet on or near the degree of the eclipse, it's possible that something significant is about to shift.

--> Click link bio to get the webinar

In This Webinar We’ll Cover:

* What are eclipses?
* Their role in the major events of our lives
* The Libra archetype and how it relates to Aries, its opposing sign
* The power of compromise, negotiation, and partnership
* A continuation of a story that began in 2023
* The role of Venus, Mars, and Saturn in Pisces
* The Libra Lunar Eclipse of March 25 at 5 degrees
* The Aries Solar Eclipse of April 8 at 19 degrees
* Sign-by-sign guide

Recording 2.5 hours.

--> Click link bio to get the webinar											
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																					[image: Welcome to April 2024, a month that stands out for its headlining astrology, namely a total solar eclipse in Aries on April 8.  Eclipses mark turning points, a shift every six months that can rapidly bring in new beginnings and milestone-like events. And here we are, at another turning point, one that will activate wherever Aries is in your personal astrology.  But it's not just eclipses that make April 2024 notable. It's also a lineup of Mars and Saturn at 14 Pisces on April 14 that brings this eclipse energy into manifestation. It's also a major checkpoint in a story that began in March 2023 when Saturn first entered Pisces.  Finally, Jupiter and Uranus make their first conjunction since 2010-2011, an energy that ushers in new insights, brilliance, and radical leaps of faith. This time the conjunction is in Taurus at 21 degrees. Taurus is a more grounded and sensible sign, but a sign that helps us to reinvent our relationship with money, value, material stability, and even self worth.  That said, look to April to be a key month that brings in a new cycle and one that sets the stage for the rest of the year.  April 2024 Ephemeris   4/1 Mercury Retrograde 27 Aries 4/5 Venus in Aries 4/8 New Moon 19 Aries (solar eclipse) 4/19 Sun in Taurus 4/23 Full Moon 4 Scorpio  4/25 Mercury Direct 16 Aries  4/29 Venus in Taurus  4/30 Mars in Aries  #astrology #monthlyastrology #ariessolareclipse #ariesnewmoon #jupiterconjuncturanus #marsconjunctsaturn #ariesseason #marsinpisces #saturninpisces #eclipseseason #ephemeris #april2024astrology #mercuryretrograde]
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												Welcome to April 2024, a month that stands out for its headlining astrology, namely a total solar eclipse in Aries on April 8.

Eclipses mark turning points, a shift every six months that can rapidly bring in new beginnings and milestone-like events. And here we are, at another turning point, one that will activate wherever Aries is in your personal astrology.

But it's not just eclipses that make April 2024 notable. It's also a lineup of Mars and Saturn at 14 Pisces on April 14 that brings this eclipse energy into manifestation. It's also a major checkpoint in a story that began in March 2023 when Saturn first entered Pisces.

Finally, Jupiter and Uranus make their first conjunction since 2010-2011, an energy that ushers in new insights, brilliance, and radical leaps of faith. This time the conjunction is in Taurus at 21 degrees. Taurus is a more grounded and sensible sign, but a sign that helps us to reinvent our relationship with money, value, material stability, and even self worth.

That said, look to April to be a key month that brings in a new cycle and one that sets the stage for the rest of the year.

April 2024 Ephemeris 

4/1 Mercury Retrograde 27 Aries
4/5 Venus in Aries
4/8 New Moon 19 Aries (solar eclipse)
4/19 Sun in Taurus
4/23 Full Moon 4 Scorpio 
4/25 Mercury Direct 16 Aries 
4/29 Venus in Taurus 
4/30 Mars in Aries

#astrology #monthlyastrology #ariessolareclipse #ariesnewmoon #jupiterconjuncturanus #marsconjunctsaturn #ariesseason #marsinpisces #saturninpisces #eclipseseason #ephemeris #april2024astrology #mercuryretrograde											

										
																					
												5 days ago											

										
										
											View on Instagram
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																					[image: April 4 — The Lunar Nodes are what make eclipses happen. Although not a physical body, meaning a planet or a star that we can see in the sky, they are mathematical points that mark where we can expect an eclipse, provided a new or full moon is close enough.  The April 8 solar eclipse, only four days away, falls at 19 degrees of Aries. Since the North Node is at 15 degrees Aries-Libra, this is why we know the new moon on April 8 will actually be a solar eclipse.  Eclipses happen like clockwork, every six months. They mark the hour and the chapter of our lives. They foretell major events in our lives such as marriages, births, moves, and career recognition. They can also hint when our lives may shift swiftly in a new direction.  Today’s alignment of the Sun and North Node is a precursor to next week’s eclipse. We may get a hint of what to expect.  Watch the 2.5 hour replay of my latest webinar, The Eclipses of March-April 2024, a deep dive on why eclipses are one of the most important events in astrology. Click link in bio to learn more.  For more on today's #astrodaily, go to my website, empoweringastrology.com. And don't forget, you can book a consultation with me! Click link in profile to learn more about my services.  If you are in AUSTRALIA or NZ, this forecast applies approximately for April 5.  #ariesseason #eclipseseason #suninaries #elementfire #marsinpisces #april2024astrology #aprilastrology #empoweringastrology #katiesweetman #astrologyplusconsciousness #holisticastrology #astrologyforecast #soulalchemy #thesoulsjourney #modernmystics #astrology #astrologie #astrologia #astrolog #astrologersofinstagram #horoscope #horoscopes #astrologyposts #dailyhoroscope #dailyastrology  Photo by Lisha Riabinina on Unsplash]
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												April 4 — The Lunar Nodes are what make eclipses happen. Although not a physical body, meaning a planet or a star that we can see in the sky, they are mathematical points that mark where we can expect an eclipse, provided a new or full moon is close enough.

The April 8 solar eclipse, only four days away, falls at 19 degrees of Aries. Since the North Node is at 15 degrees Aries-Libra, this is why we know the new moon on April 8 will actually be a solar eclipse.

Eclipses happen like clockwork, every six months. They mark the hour and the chapter of our lives. They foretell major events in our lives such as marriages, births, moves, and career recognition. They can also hint when our lives may shift swiftly in a new direction.

Today’s alignment of the Sun and North Node is a precursor to next week’s eclipse. We may get a hint of what to expect.

Watch the 2.5 hour replay of my latest webinar, The Eclipses of March-April 2024, a deep dive on why eclipses are one of the most important events in astrology. Click link in bio to learn more.

For more on today's #astrodaily, go to my website, empoweringastrology.com. And don't forget, you can book a consultation with me! Click link in profile to learn more about my services.

If you are in AUSTRALIA or NZ, this forecast applies approximately for April 5.

#ariesseason #eclipseseason #suninaries #elementfire #marsinpisces #april2024astrology #aprilastrology #empoweringastrology #katiesweetman #astrologyplusconsciousness #holisticastrology #astrologyforecast #soulalchemy #thesoulsjourney #modernmystics #astrology #astrologie #astrologia #astrolog #astrologersofinstagram #horoscope #horoscopes #astrologyposts #dailyhoroscope #dailyastrology

Photo by Lisha Riabinina on Unsplash											
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																					[image: April 3 — There’s a beauty to Venus in Pisces, a reminder that love is exalted when it is open-hearted and unconditional, when it sees beauty in everyone and everything. Combined with the evolutionary force of Neptune in Pisces, love heals and transforms.  Be open to this force today. It may be quiet and internal. A relationship may need our compassion. Sometimes the most compassionate thing is to move on.  For more on today's #astrodaily, go to my website, empoweringastrology.com. And don't forget, you can book a consultation with me! Click link in profile to learn more about my services.  If you are in AUSTRALIA or NZ, this forecast applies approximately for April 4.  #venusinpisces #venusconjunctneptune #ariesseason #eclipseseason #suninaries #elementfire #marsinpisces #april2024astrology #aprilastrology #empoweringastrology #katiesweetman #astrologyplusconsciousness #holisticastrology #astrologyforecast #soulalchemy #thesoulsjourney #modernmystics #astrology #astrologie #astrologia #astrolog #astrologersofinstagram #horoscope #horoscopes #astrologyposts #dailyhoroscope #dailyastrology  Photo by Pelageya Golub on Unsplash]
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												April 3 — There’s a beauty to Venus in Pisces, a reminder that love is exalted when it is open-hearted and unconditional, when it sees beauty in everyone and everything. Combined with the evolutionary force of Neptune in Pisces, love heals and transforms.

Be open to this force today. It may be quiet and internal. A relationship may need our compassion. Sometimes the most compassionate thing is to move on.

For more on today's #astrodaily, go to my website, empoweringastrology.com. And don't forget, you can book a consultation with me! Click link in profile to learn more about my services.

If you are in AUSTRALIA or NZ, this forecast applies approximately for April 4.

#venusinpisces #venusconjunctneptune #ariesseason #eclipseseason #suninaries #elementfire #marsinpisces #april2024astrology #aprilastrology #empoweringastrology #katiesweetman #astrologyplusconsciousness #holisticastrology #astrologyforecast #soulalchemy #thesoulsjourney #modernmystics #astrology #astrologie #astrologia #astrolog #astrologersofinstagram #horoscope #horoscopes #astrologyposts #dailyhoroscope #dailyastrology

Photo by Pelageya Golub on Unsplash											
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																					[image: April 2 — Eclipse check in. How are we feeling? April’s got a lot of astrology happening, and so it’s very likely that we are feeling a build up.  It’s not an overstatement that we’re straddling two lives or two chapters right now. Sometimes we need the vantage of time and reflection to see it. Often, looking back at previous eclipse seasons we can see links in the chain, threads in the narrative.  Whatever is happening right now has threads back to January 2024, October and April 2023, even if those threads are emotional, internal, and spiritual.  Make note of events in your life. Journal if possible. Use it to refer back to later.  For more on today's #astrodaily, go to my website, empoweringastrology.com. And don't forget, you can book a consultation with me! Click link in profile to learn more about my services.  If you are in AUSTRALIA or NZ, this forecast applies approximately for April 3.  #capricornmoon #saturninpisces #ariesseason #eclipseseason #suninaries #elementfire #marsinpisces #april2024astrology #aprilastrology #empoweringastrology #katiesweetman #astrologyplusconsciousness #holisticastrology #astrologyforecast #soulalchemy #thesoulsjourney #modernmystics #astrology #astrologie #astrologia #astrolog #astrologersofinstagram #horoscope #horoscopes #astrologyposts #dailyhoroscope #dailyastrology  Photo by Tolga Ahmetler on Unsplash]
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												April 2 — Eclipse check in. How are we feeling? April’s got a lot of astrology happening, and so it’s very likely that we are feeling a build up.

It’s not an overstatement that we’re straddling two lives or two chapters right now. Sometimes we need the vantage of time and reflection to see it. Often, looking back at previous eclipse seasons we can see links in the chain, threads in the narrative.

Whatever is happening right now has threads back to January 2024, October and April 2023, even if those threads are emotional, internal, and spiritual.

Make note of events in your life. Journal if possible. Use it to refer back to later.

For more on today's #astrodaily, go to my website, empoweringastrology.com. And don't forget, you can book a consultation with me! Click link in profile to learn more about my services.

If you are in AUSTRALIA or NZ, this forecast applies approximately for April 3.
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																					[image: April 1 — Yes, Mercury turns retrograde today at 27 degrees Aries, an interesting companion to eclipse season. Although we may see this as a misfortune, Mercury Retrograde is actually an ally. It reminds us to slow down and to take a second look.  Aries, especially Sun and Mercury in Aries, typically runs fast and thinks quick, sometimes a little too quick. Mercury Retrograde, as the the great wheels of life change direction, courtesy of the April 8 solar eclipse, helps us to slow down and to weigh our options.  With Mars still in Pisces, we need to consult our intuition, too.  If you are in AUSTRALIA or NZ, this forecast applies approximately for April 2.  #mercuryinaries #mercuryretrograde #ariesseason #eclipseseason #suninaries #elementfire #marsinpisces #april2024astrology #apirlastrology #empoweringastrology #katiesweetman #astrologyplusconsciousness #holisticastrology #astrologyforecast #soulalchemy #thesoulsjourney #modernmystics #astrology #astrologie #astrologia #astrolog #astrologersofinstagram #horoscope #horoscopes #astrologyposts #dailyhoroscope #dailyastrology  Photo by Richard Stachmann on Unsplash]
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Aries, especially Sun and Mercury in Aries, typically runs fast and thinks quick, sometimes a little too quick. Mercury Retrograde, as the the great wheels of life change direction, courtesy of the April 8 solar eclipse, helps us to slow down and to weigh our options.

With Mars still in Pisces, we need to consult our intuition, too.

If you are in AUSTRALIA or NZ, this forecast applies approximately for April 2.
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                            Mailing List Love
			Sign up for my weekly newsletter, updates on classes and programs, as well as special events.
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